Seamless Data Collation & Reporting for a Leading NBFC
The solution enabled the customer to collate data at one place, generate reports, and seamlessly analyse it to facilitate faster decision making.
The Challenge

The customer wanted to combine data from various source systems into one repository to facilitate seamless analysis and informed decision making.

The customer also wanted to convert row-wise OLTP data into column-wise data for processing purposes. They wanted the number of columns in the source system to match the ones in the staging tables.
The Solution

Clover Infotech built a data warehouse using Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB).

The data from disparate sources were brought under one roof. This enabled the customer to seamlessly analyze data for multiple loan applications such as EMLAP and PLAP and facilitate key business decisions.

The row-wise data was converted into column-wise data format for the implementation of ETL processes. We also created a process to handle dynamic addition of columns in source systems.

The process facilitated easy and swift generation of reports using OBIEE as compared to the earlier method of query and reporting on an OLTP source system.
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